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1. History
Trehafren Hill is a 14 acre site set in the heart of  Newtown surrounded by the Trehafren 

& Lon Heleg housing estates. Trehafren Hill is under the current ownership of  Powys 

County Council who are seeking to transfer it as an asset to Newtown Town Council or 

another local charity or community organization capable of  viably maintaining the hill 

as a community asset. At the time of  applying for funding from the Ashley Foundation 

we hoped that Trehafren Hill would win the Kew Gardens Grow Wild award to become 

Wales’s showcase green space able to demonstrate how we connect flowers to people. This 

would have been an award of  £120,000 to develop the site over the following two years. 

The funding we sought from the Ashley Family Foundation was to complete a programme 

of  community engagement prior to receiving the Grow Wild award in order to enable 

the community to be a full part of  the design for the hill and to take ownership of  any 

enterprises that might flourish there.

Unfortunately the Grow Wild funding stream,in Wales, was postponed by Kew Gardens, 

therefore shelving our application We thought it wise to complete a consultation and 

community engagement exercise for the Hill nonetheless.  The outcomes of  this research 

will be valuable to any further applications for funding relating to the Hill and related 

potential projects.   

2. Project Intention 
We received £1000 funding from the Ashley Family Foundation to carry out community 

engagement on Trehafren Hill. We hoped to recruit as many local people and organisations 

to take part as possible and to empower them to feel ownership over the hill, to inspire 

discussion over viable options and opportunities for the hill in the future; and to create a 

forum by which decisions could be made.

The consultation included:

• Contacting organisations that had shown previous interest in project on the Hill

• Contacting other local charities and community groups to collaborate with during the 

consultation

• Online and social media campaign to recruit participants and opinions

• A print campaign

• Face to face conversations

• A full day consultation event

• Community 
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3. Project Delivery
3.1 Contacting Past Participants
During the initial stages of  the Trehafren Hill project, when the potential for Grow 

Wild funding was still available several groups and individuals played a key role in 

exploratory discussions. The past participants included individuals from the local 

orchard group (already situated on Trehafren Hill), Town Councilors, County Councilors, 

Montgomeryshire Wildlife Trust, Keep Wales Tidy, Youth Justice Service, Gwalia Group, 

Cwm Harry Staff, Cultivate Staff  and a few interested individuals. All of  these parties were 

contacted with two aims:

1. Ensuring any ongoing conversations and ideas were documented during this research 

period

2. Finding as many collaborators as possible for delivering the consultation event day

With the help and experience of  these groups we decided to run the consultation day on 

Saturday 26th July, a weekend at the beginning of  the school holidays. This allowed us time 

to organize the event and ensured children, families and working adults could attend. 

3.2 Target and Partner Organisations
Trehafren Hill is surrounded predominantly by housing, however there are several 

community groups and services situated in the locality. We thought it was essential to 

engage them at an early stage to increase our access to the wider community and create 

potential collaborators for the event. We contacted 15 local groups of  which 7 played an 

active role in the promotion of  the event, and 2 ran sessions with their communities prior 

to the event encouraging attendance, and a further 3 became key partners for the event 

delivering activities on the day.

3.3 Online
We set up a facebook event for the consultation day, this gave information about the day 

and encouraged people to get in touch to share ideas prior to the event that could then be 

discussed on the day. The facebook event was shared 33 times and seen by 3038 people. 

It produced a string of  online discussions including 12 specific suggestions for Trehafren 

Hill. This also encouraged a few individuals to email us directly with responses and with 

offers of  help. 

3.4 Print
We printed 2000 bi-lingual leaflets promoting the event. These were distributed to all the 

partner organisations, and the Town Council to distribute. A volunteer delivered flyers 

to every house on Trehafren estate. This spurred on another flurry of  responses from 

individuals who had ideas but could not attend the event.

4. Consultation Day
We set up on a well used footpath on a flat area of  Trehafren Hill between 10.30 and 

3pm. The Montgomeryshire Wildlife Trust and Outdoor Learning Wales created drop in 

activities for children and young people. This allowed them to draw out ideas from the 

children and provided us with more time for adults who came to participate.

We collected information using three main techniques:

1. Simple questionnaire: tick boxes listing activities that participants many or may not want 

to see on the hill, methods for funding activities, potential of  personal involvement etc

2. Mapping exercise: A large map of  the hill was draw out, participants were encouraged 

to draw / write onto the map adding ideas of  their own and commenting on other peoples.

3. Proposals Sheets: A series of  12 of  proposals that had been sent to me prior to the 

consultation day were written onto large A1 sheets of  paper. Each had a small description 

of  the proposal, the potential to and to a tally of  people who thought it was a good idea 

and a space for comments.

Over the day we had over 30 people participate in the consultation, as well as the written 

information that was gathered there was lively discussion throughout the day. Several 

participants took it upon themselves to tell us their favorite and secret areas of  the hill and 

even took one Staff  member on an educational tour of  the Hill.
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5. What We Learnt
There are some very strong opinions about the Hill, and communicating the complexity of  

the situation with the potential change in ownership, was important to convey with clarity, 

at an early stage of  the day in order to have a relevant discussion about the future of  the 

space.

5.1 Survey Results
We had 33 surveys completed although not everybody answered all questions. There were 

8 questions and a full breakdown of  the results is in Appendix 2.

• Nearly 2/3 of  participants wanted Newtown Town Council to manage the hill rather 

than a new group

• Proposals that got more 15 or more votes were: 

1. More benches

2. Increasing the community orchard 

3. Bird hides

4. Pathways

Proposal that got less than 10 votes were:

1. A cycle track

2. Children’s playground

3. Keeping it as it is

4. Shelters

5. Petting zoo

6. Leaving it to go wild

7. A football pitch

8. Café with picnic tables.

• Over half  the people that answered the question about being involved in setting up a new 

group to help look after the hill said yes

• 16 participants wanted money for management to be raise from the hill whilst 14 who 

wanted the Town Council to raise funds via the precept (A fairly even split)

•  Renewable energy was more popular than we expected with 14 people (just under half  

those that took part) opting for solar on the hill

5.2 Mapping Exercise

 

Image: A photograph of  a map of  the Hill created during the consultation day and 

including ideas, proposals and discussions from participants.

This was a popular tool for allowing participants to imagine the space. The exercise 

generated some new ideas that had not come from the prior proposals. It also allowed 

comments to be made on some of  the prior proposals (which have been included in 

section 6.3 below). 

New ideas that appeared on the Map:

•  Sculpture trail.

•  Nature Walk with information signs.

•  More bins for dogs and general rubbish.

• Bee hives.

• Fitness Area.

• Stone Circles.

• Fire Place.
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5.3 Prior Proposals
The proposals that were sent in ahead of  the consultation were all discussed thoroughly. 

Some were very popular and others were deemed unsuitable. A full unedited transcription 

of  these documents is available in Appendix 1. 

 

Image: A photograph of  one of  the twelve proposal sheets and discussions generated 

during the consultation day.

Key Themes

Enhancing the Environment

• Many of  the proposals focused on environmental / ecological enhancement: Community 

orchard, wild flower meadows, planting native trees, leaving the hill as it is.

• These were consistently the most popular suggestions, and most participants saw the 

Hill as a wild space that should remain wild, if  not be slightly enhanced by management 

for wildlife. “A greater variety of  species would enhance biodiversity” “Especially edible 

varieties and wildlife nourisher varieties and something yummy for the bees”.

• There was a lot of  discussion around grassland management, when this should be done 

to maximize wildflowers and insect life, reduce the spread of  unwanted species such as 

ragwort and minimize the risk of  vandalism from cutting being set alight. “If  managed 

appropriately it will become more diverse in time”.

Built Infrastructure

• Seating, picnic benches, bird hides and playgrounds all come into this category.

• Although popular in theory there was very little hope for them remaining intact due to 

historical vandalism on the Hill “that was done in the past and those ones left hardly stable 

to sit on as they’ve all been set fire to”.

• Suggestions were made to include young people in the building of  any infrastructure, to 

give them a sense of  ownership and reduce the risk.

• Vandal proof  materials were also suggested.

Food Growing

•  Growing more fruiting and nutting trees was a popular idea for educational, ecological 

and just grazing for the walkers. “Community orchards are great, free food, preserving 

demonstrations and foraging sessions”.

• A more formal set up of  allotments was considered a good idea especially if  this was 

accompanied by a fully functioning allotment association that provided skill sharing.

• Creating food products such as jams and chutneys from the hill was mentioned in various 

different discussions. One participant noted “fruit to educate and sell as profit to Trehafren 

Hill” and another talked about allotments “where surplus produce can be sold”.

Large Built Structures 

• None of  the proposals for larger built structures or managed areas were popular. 

Including football pitches, sports centres, petting zoo or café.

• These were considered unsuitable activities for a wild space, other places in town were 

thought to satisfy the needs or be more appropriate.

Bringing in Funds

• The cost of  managing the area came up within most of  the discussions.

• Most people thought small enterprises on the hill would struggle to be financially viable, 

although suggestions for community run groups, play groups, café etc. were more popular.

• Just over a third of  participants thought a small scale community renewables project 

might bring in necessary money “to fund the space to walk, play and gather”

• However it was thought that vandalism again would be an issue. “No this will not work 

this will be damaged immediately” was one such comment.

• Solar was more popular than wind in this scenario.

• There were not a huge amount of  suggestions as to how the hill might fund its own 

management.
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6. Recommendations  
• This is a good starting point for consultation, though we recommend further discussion 

to ensure there is community support for any changes

• This is definitely considered a last remaining wild space by residents and whilst enhancing 

that in some way is appreciated, the thought of  loosing that is not acceptable

• There is a slight conflict in opinions between wanting to encourage a wider portion of  

the community to enjoy and access the hill without taming it in some way.

• We recommend that each of  the participants who were willing to take part in forming 

a management group be called upon to act on this and to take a lead in community 

engagement around the hill from this point on, with support from the Town Council

• If  the potential for the Grow Wild fund did become available again, it seems that for the 

most part, and soft touch and ecological approach to changing of  the management of  the 

Hill would be acceptable to most of  the participants. So this may well be an interesting 

project for the future.

Appendices
Appendix 1
Transcription of  Responses to Ideas Proposed For The Hill 

(These are unedited, a word for word transcription of  what was written on the proposal 

pages.)

1: Orchard

Number that thought this was a good idea: 18

Comments

• Community orchards are great, free food, preserving demonstrations, foraging sessions

• Lots more fruit trees

• Fruit trees don’t need to be in the orchard, have them everywhere

• Beautiful and productive

• Yes, more please I already eat them while walking the dog. Brill

• Yes more trees please, fruit to educate and sell as profit to Trehafren Hill, to groups and 

playgroups. Some kids never see fruit on trees ie for Hafren / Ladywell, cylch, Dafod y 

Clwyd, Maldwyn groups can visit with children

• Yes to more fruit trees

• A few would be ok, but don’t turn the hill into an orchard please

2: Native Trees

Number that thought this was a good idea: 16

Comments

• A greater variety of  species would enhance biodiversity, edible hedges – foraging events! 

Pick it / cook it / eat it

• Yes – Especially edible varieties and wildlife nourisher varieties and something yummy 

for the bees

• Yes more trees, get more

• Yes, more trees appreciated especially hardy ones and of  rare wildlife variety and fruit 

ones to educate young children where fruit comes from and invite them. Sell fruit to 

contribute to the Hill

• I planted a lot of  trees on the hill in 1996 (with permission I should add). Not sure it 

needs any more though a few fruit trees wouldn’t do any harm. Personally I think the 

present mix of  grassland, hedges and small woodland areas is about right.
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3: Wild flower meadows

Number that thought this was a good idea: 15

Comments

• A bio blitz needed, great way to get folk involved. A great space to use for education, 

schools should take advantage of  local wildlife space

• We should check what is already there / do a survey first

• I think one was already done a few years ago

• Definitely to help the bees

• Also information about the flowers, bees, ecosystem, biodiversity

• Yes Def

• Yes very good idea, shame the council cut a load down last week that homed thousands 

of  caterpillars changing into butterflies along the back path. The pile of  grass was set fire 

too and as the fire engine had difficulty getting access up here, it was a while, so a lot of  

damage was done. No butterflies to walk by up the path now as yellow flowers cut down, 

and shame they didn’t cut the bushes wrapped around the gate, giving access to Trehafren 

Hill. So now we have a lovely path with a third field of  pure black grass

• Please yes as long as we’re not ‘precious about it’

• It already is a wildflower area. If  managed appropriately it will become more diverse in 

time. Doesn’t need species to be planted, it is not a garden. Management requires cutting 

and removing hey and this is best done in early /  mid july ( and the grass must then 

be removed).To promote diversity different areas could be cut at different times to suit 

different species. The yellow flowers are ragwort, which will cover the whole area in a few 

years if  the grass isn’t cut.

4: Seating and Picnic Benches

Number that thought this was a good idea: 18

Comments

• Be great if  this was by a playground

• Dotted around the hill in nice viewing spots etc

• Yes, the more reasons for people to come and enjoy the better

• Yes

• Yes, but that was done in the past and those ones left hardly stable to sit on as they’ve all 

been set fire to. There was 6ft fencing at the top of  the hill around a green grid box and 

less that a week later it was removed and set fire to. A wheelchair access spiral would be an 

idea for cedewain or elderly to come and reminisce

• Vandal proof  seating materials are available. Get young people to make / carve seats to 

encourage ownership of  the site. Arts/sculpture trail would be a lovely idea leading people 

all around the town linking different sites. Attract tourists. Interpretation needed to tell folk 

of  wildlife here and history of  Newtown.

• Yes vandal proof  seating. Hill mainly appears to be used at present by dog walkers. Would 

be nice to bear this in mind when developing it, such as provision of  bin / dog bins

• Yes I agree

• We could develop a Newtown heritage trail, as you go round the walk you see different 

views of  the town and have different interpretation boards

• Ok in limited numbers. I don’t want to see benches and interpretation panels everywhere. 

Leave it as countryside; don’t turn it into a park. It is already accessible we don’t need paths 

everywhere.

4: Allotments

Number that that thought this was a good idea: 11

Comments

• Yes near the original ones, mentors can support new growers, a much needed service

• Some near the other allotments would be good and could bring some income

• They would need to be on the flatter areas

• Yes allotments but also a community grower beds, soft fruit etc

• Yes but on flat would encourage rent income to Trehafren hill and using it daily and 

educate youths not to burn and set fire if  they grow their own. Ask Kate at the youth club 

Maesyrandir?

• Agree we need more allotments but we also need a properly functioning allotment 

association, open demonstration and accountable, where surplus produce can be sold, 

community composting takes place and mentoring is encouraged. There is lots of  people 

with growing experience but know way or method by which they can pass this knowledge 

on to others. An allotment association could facilitate this

• If  there is demand, flat area alongside the football ground would be ok

6: Football pitch

Number that thought this was a good idea: 1

Comments

• Not a good idea, plenty around and not that far

• No

• No

• No, too hilly and there is one 20 paces away

• No

• No

• No, there are plenty by the river and a 5-a-side pitch by flying start

• Lots of  football pitches along Trehafren fields probably don’t need anymore

• I agree, we don’t need one
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7: Adventure Park / Play Ground

Number that that thought this was a good idea: 8 

Comments

• This is the wrong area for mainstream play parks

• Great place for an adventure play park using natural materials

• Promote natural play

• Yes natural play forget metal frames use crooked tree trunks, opportunities for den 

building etc

• No, only wildlife and nature play, tree stumps in a circle around bird boxes in shaded 

areas, as we’ve had a playground at the back of  the football club several years ago, it was 

beautiful I loved it, council spent thousands but it was vandalized and set fire to and 

damaged, needles and condoms were left there so no one came. Council had no funding to 

clean up so it got left until removed, no one used as it was too dangerous

• Trim Trail?

• Hanging bar, stepping stones

• Yes get kids outdoors, it would be an attraction for the town too when people travelling 

to the coast need a place to stop

• Not opposed to this in the right place, but vandalism and crime is mentioned above. I 

remember the previous one

8: Renewable Energy

Number that that thought this was a good idea: 12

Comments

• Massive wind turbine please

• In the shape of  a flower

• I would prefer wind to solar. Community owned wind would reduce energy bills and be 

sustainable

• No

• No this will not work this will be damaged immediately. Can you afford to replace it 

regularly? This hill has a history of  vandalism

• Yes, to fund the space to walk play and gather

• A cluster of  small turbines good

• No, a wind turbine would destroy the peace and tranquil setting. Solar maybe depends 

where and how many

9: Café

Number that that thought this was a good idea: 6

Comments

• No,

• No

• There are many cafes in town. The money involved in running a café business, hand s??, 

risk assessments, access, parking, - fee, license and for a few visitors a day, locals pop back 

home for a cuppa after a walk

• A community run café would help support the area, more social opportunities are good 

and could provide training for young people. Part time place for play / art events. Seasonal 

and celebrations

• Outside performance space, acoustic music, theatre

• No café required. Enough in Newtown already. But how about a son et lumiere show, 

where the audience sits /stands moves around on the hill and there is a 1 hour of  1.5 hour 

show. Narration, sound, light mostly about the history of  Newtown

• Café would unlikely be viable, I want the hill to remain a patch of  countryside and be 

managed as such. I don’t want it to become an urbanized park

10: Sports Centre

Number that that thought this was a good idea: 3

Comments

• Town Council is looking at this style of  development at the Trenor; adjacent to flying 

shuttle

• We have a sports centre in town

• It would need to be open longer, like all summer holidays

• No

• No, no flat area and we have a sports centre

• An orienteering train, would be good space for local schools to use

• No, as said above, there is a sports centre, surely the space is too limited for orienteering

11: Petting Zoo

Number that that thought this was a good idea: 1

Comments

• Maybe not the right environment for this

• Do no think this is the right place for this

• Don’t think this would be the right place

• No
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• No

• No don’t think this is ideal area, parking access and traffic route

• No

• No

• No

• No

12: Cycle Track

Number that that thought this was a good idea: 9

Comments

• Multi user track going around the hill with cycle courses breaking off  MTB+ BMX

• Anything but a cycle path

• A beginners cycle trail for young ones would improve confidence and skills

• No

• Deft No

• No

• No

• Maybe, but not all over the hill limited to part of  it.

• No; need to have this hill for wildlife as much as possible. Might achieve income but it’s a 

small hill and many bike miles so it will wear off  the novelty

• No; plenty around which could be developed

• Yes; give kids a healthy option for their spare time and encourage bike use

• Is this a BMX track? If  so this might work here

• No, perfectly good cycle path on Trehafren field

• BMX circuit

• Doubtful. Could spoil the peace and tranquility. May even encourage scrambling bikes. 

There are other places people can cycle. In any case, its surely too small, you could go 

round the hill in about 5 mins

Appendix 2: Questionnaire Responses

1. Due to the current financial situation Powys County Council wish to pass 

ownership of  Trehafren Hill to another organisation. Do you think this should be 

Newtown Town Council or a new group set up solely to develop and manage the 

hill?

Newtown Town Council 17

New Group 10

 

2. What would you like to see happen on the hill?

More Benches 22

A cycle track 9

Increased size of  community orchard 16

Solar panels 11

Bird hides 15

Allotments 12

Children Playground 8

Keep it as it is 6

Shelters 4

Petting zoo 0

Leave to go wild 6

Adventure playground 13

sand football pitch 2

Dog walks 13

Cafe with picnic tables at top 2

Pathways 15

other 3

 

3. Would you be willing to work towards setting up the new group?

Yes 13

No 9

  

4. Would you volunteer to help look after the hill?

Yes 17

No 9
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The initial funding for the project/projects could come from grants, but funding 

would have to be found for ongoing maintenance costs. (There would be ongoing 

costs even if  the hill is kept as it is).Where should this come from?

Newtown Town Council (Via Precept) 14

Money Raised from Trehafren Hill? 16

Money Raised from another method (Specify) 3

 

If  you would prefer money to be raised from a renewable energy scheme, which 

would you prefer to see on the hill?

Wind 7

Solar 14

Other ( Specify)  3

 

8. What is your age?

Under 16 0

16-18  0

18-24  0

25-34  7

35-44  2

45-54  6

55-64  10

65-74  1

75+  0

 

9. Where do you live?

Newtown 21

Other? 4
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